
TAKE IT 
EVERYWHERE.
COMMUNICATE 
FROM ANYWHERE.

MESSAGES EMERGENCY LOCATION WEATHER GROUPTRACK CHECK-IN

BIVY STICK

SOS COMMUNICATION
ON THE APP &
ON THE DEVICE
The dedicated SOS button on the 
device is protected from accidental use

24/7/365 emergency service provided 
by Global Rescue

KEEP YOUR CREW
CONNECTED WITH
GROUPTRACK™
Whether you are out in the field
or leading the adventure from 
basecamp, bring group messaging 
and location sharing to the whole 
group. Stay in touch no matter how 
far apart you may be.

bivy.com

UNLIMITED PLAN

$49.99

UNLIMITED CREDITS
Premium weather reports, SOS 
monitoring, dedicated phone number

Monthly
$44.99

Annual

PLUS PLAN

$34.99

80 MONTHLY CREDITS
Rollover credits, SOS monitoring, 
dedicated phone number

Monthly
$29.99

Annual

BASIC PLAN

$19.99

20 MONTHLY CREDITS
Unlimited check-in messages, SOS 
monitoring, dedicated phone number

Monthly
$14.99

Annual

DATA PLANS
No activation fees. Scan the 
code for pricing and details.

BASIC PLAN
20 MONTHLY CREDITS
Unlimited check-in messages, SOS 
monitoring, dedicated phone number, 
30-Day GroupTrack™ access 

UNLIMITED PLAN
UNLIMITED CREDITS
Premium weather reports, SOS 
monitoring, dedicated phone number, 
30-Day GroupTrack™ access

PREMIUM PLAN
UNLIMITED CREDITS
Unlimited Plan, unlimited 
GroupTrack™ access, Global Rescue 
membership

PLUS PLAN
80 MONTHLY CREDITS
Rollover credits, SOS monitoring, 
dedicated phone number, 30-Day 
GroupTrack™ access



THE SMALLEST,
MOST SIMPLE
SATELLITE
COMMUNICATION
DEVICE IN THE WORLD
Weighs just 100 g... about half the 
weight of your cell phone

LOCATION SHARING 
& TRACKING
Keep your loved ones up-to-date on 
your progress with 2, 5, 10, 30, or 60 
minute tracking intervals, or share a 
single location when you reach camp

CHECK-IN BUTTON
Check in button on the device sends 
unlimited free preset messages and 
your location without using your phone

WEATHER REPORTS
FROM ANYWHERE
Pull a weather report and forecast for 
your location - wherever you may be

2-WAY TEXT 
SATELLITE 
COMMUNICATION
Able to send text messages to 
phone numbers or email addresses

IPX7 INGRESS
PROTECTION RATING
Submersible up to one meter of water. 
Rest assured the Stick can handle 
whatever mother nature (and you) can 
throw at it.

100% GLOBAL 
SATELLITE COVERAGE
Works anywhere you can see the sky

COMPATIBLE WITH 
ALL GOPRO® 
MOUNTS
Secure your Stick to your 
vehicle, pack, bike, or 
anything else you have in 
mind using the GoPro® 
mounting system.*

*GoPro® is a registered trademark of 
GoPro, Inc. of Delaware, which is not 
affiliated with the maker of this product 
and does not endorse this product.


